Bibliometrics and Information Retrieval: Creating Knowledge through Research Synergies

• OVERVIEW (Dietmar Wolfram)
• RECENT ADVANCES IN BIBLIOMETRIC-ENHANCED INFORMATION RETRIEVAL (Philipp Mayr)
• APPLICATION OF THE H-INDEX FOR RANKING SEARCH RESULTS (Judit Bar-Ilan)
• SEMANTIC INDEXING FOR INFORMATION RETRIEVAL AND BIBLIOMETRIC ANALYSIS (Rob Koopman & Shenghui Wang)
• SEEKING FOR THE NEEDLE IN THE HAYSTACK: BIBLIOMETRICS, INFORMATION RETRIEVAL AND VISUALIZATION IN THE CONTEXT OF TECHNOLOGY FORESIGHT (Marcus John)
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Scientometrics and information retrieval: weak-links revitalized

The symbiotic relationship between information retrieval and informetrics
Questions to audience

• Why don’t more IR researchers look to metrics research to help solve their research problems and vice versa,
• As an IR or metrics researcher, what do you see as a research problem of interest that could benefit from the approaches used by the other area?
• Tell us of your – related – projects/work!
• Which needs are not yet addressed by IR?

We make presentations available via [www.knowescape.org](http://www.knowescape.org)! More links in them!